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Cover: One of the Ottawa Centre’s M illennium Projects has come to fruition: the 
2001: C hildren’s Space Odyssey calendar was unveiled on Sunday, October 29th 
at the National Museum o f Science and Technology! Tune in to the next issue o f 
AstroNotes for full coverage; meanwhile, get your copies of this gorgeous calendar 
before they disappear and you have to wait until 3001 for the next edition!

"Thank you SO much" by Brian McCullough
Ottawa Centre President

It seems as if  it were yesterday, but it was just over two years ago that I 
performed my first major official function as president — the dedication of our 
newly renamed Fred P. Lossing Observatory. It was a sunny, unseasonably 
warm day in late October, and about fifty o f us had gathered at the club’s 
Indian River observatory to pay tribute to a lost colleague. As we wrapped 
ourselves in quiet companionship and turned our thoughts to a man who had 
given so much o f himself to the Centre, I remember thinking how fortunate I 
was to be sharing a moment like this with such wonderful people. It was a 
marvellous feeling.

In file two years that have passed, it has been a weird and wonderful 
experience, sometimes being on the leading edge of change, other times riding 
the whirlwind coattails o f events. In this respect, it has been a distinct honour 
working with Council and others to advance the cause o f amateur astronomy, 
and at every step along the way raise the bar for the standards by which the 
Ottawa Centre is known. It has been a rare privilege.

So thank you, one and all, for your support. It made the world of difference. 
And, in closing, I offer my special thanks and love to Bridget, Emily, Ben and 
Nathan, who gave more than I can tell.

Clear skies, everyone!

Autumn Astronomy Programs @ the Museum
Did you know that the autumn sky provides rich viewing — even through 

binoculars?

Come to the Canada Science & Technology Museum for a wide range of 
introductory evening and week-end astronomy programs for all ages and take a 
look through one of Canada’s largest refracting telescopes in the Helen Sawyer 
Hogg Observatory (weather permitting) or the inflatable planetarium.

Autumn programs still available:
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Discover the Universe
Adults: $5; students & seniors: $3.75; children (6 -  15): $2.50; 
families: $11

Join us for an evening o f dynamic presentations and view the sky 
through our telescope. A ll programs begin at 7:30 p.m. Sign up for 
one or for all!

November 10: Galaxies

December 15: Equipment for the Backyard Astronomer (bilingual)

Young A stronom ers’ Club
$30

Ever wanted to make your own galaxy? Build a model o f the Galileo 
spacecraft? Now you can, at the Museum’s Young Astronomers’
Club. These hands-on Saturday morning workshops are geared to 
young astronomers ages 8 to 12. Each week features a different 
project and all workshops are bilingual.

Fall Workshop available (10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon):

Series B: November 18, 25 and December 2

Group Astronomy Nights
Minimum 20 participants; $3 per person

Book your group into this program which includes telescope 
observation (weather permitting) or the inflatable planetarium. 
Programs are adapted to the group’s age level and interests.

Monday to Thursday, October to May; start times are flexible.

Advance registration is required for all programs. Please call (613) 991- 
3053. Check out the following URL for the latest course info: www.science- 
tech.nmstc.a/english/whatson/astronomy_programs.cfm (the 
hyphen is indeed part o f the address).

Reports of Aurorae Over Ottawa
The following two eyewitness accounts were posted to the RASC list by 
well-known Ottawa Centre members about a stunning aurora display 

over Ottawa-area skies the night o f October 28/29th.

Nice aurora happening now at 7:50 p.m. DST. We stepped out to watch the 
International Space Station passing, which we saw, and the glow in the north 
brightened into a strong display. Funny -  they warned that an aurora would not
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be likely and for once the fact that they were wrong worked to our advantage! I 
very rarely see any red but it was outstanding even for me. As it is clear in 
Ottawa I imagine you are all out seeing it too.

— Linda Meier

The aurora watch posted earlier predicted periods of minor activity for Oct 
28...it turned out to be one of the best auroras I’ve seen!

Wow, what a memorable show! Observing in Casselman (near Ottawa) 
under dark 6.4 mag skies, a superb aurora was seen all evening on Oct 28/29! 
At about 8 p.m., we saw a brightly-coloured red colour materialize among the 
usual blue/green rays. The red was really obvious! At about 9 p.m., the display 
flared up quickly -  several bright, moving and dancing bands slowly reaching 
all the way to zenith. Then the entire west-to-north-to-east sky was full of 
brightly coloured aurora! It had an amazing level o f detail with all the rays 
running parallel. Then there was the “vortex effect” o f aurora bands converging 
to the zenith. At the peak of the display, we could barely see the bright 
constellations as they were washed out among brilliant aurora. Aurora 
continued all over the sky to 40 degrees above the southern horizon! Then some 
more red colour appeared for a brief time. Looking on the ground, we could 
even make out shadows from the display...yes, it was really that bright. The 
dancing rays and curtains eventually gave way to pulsating lights and waves! 
The pulsating effect kept racing to the zenith very quickly, giving the 
impression of racing through warp speed. The aurora at zenith would twist and 
curl-up, taking on some very weird shapes. One glow in Pegasus looked like a 
horse with wings! After midnight, the display gradually subsided but a greenish 
glow remained visible lower in the north. It was by far the best display I’ve 
seen in this current solar cycle.

My only regret is that I forgot to bring my camera!

— Pierre Martin

AINTNO way you're going to see
these objects... by Michael Wirths

For those of you who might be looking for a “challenge,” here’s a web link 
to the AINTNO group — the Association o f Invisible Nebulae and Things 
Nobody Observes:

redshift.home.pipeline.com/aintno.htm
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The 2000 RASC 
Ottawa Centre 
Annual Dinner

with special guest 
Dr. Anthony Moffat

7:00 p.m. on Friday, 
November 24th

at the Pine View Municipal 
Golf Course, 1471 Blair Road 

in Gloucester (just south of 
the 174’s Blair Road exit)

Cash bar will be open.

Tickets must be purchased in advance 
(no tickets can be purchased at the door).

Map not to scale



Pine View 
Municipal 
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An Encounter With Taurus by Glenn LeDrew

It was October 25th and nearing 3 a.m. I was up late and getting tired. But 
it’s never too late for a look-see. Out here at Rob Dick’s observatory it’s always 
quiet, but even more so this night. The wind was calm, the sky clear, and some 
patches of thin ground fog were about. I grabbed my binoculars for a re
acquaintance with the clusters and nebulae of the fall/winter sky. Not wanting 
to set up my bino chair, I sought out a suitable section of fence to lean against 
for a steady view.

After half an hour of surveying some old favourites along the milky way, I 
became aware of the other residents of the property. The cattle that range over 
the 38 acres were grazing their way toward me. You’d think they’d be sleeping 
at this hour, but the scrub grass that claws its way out of the sparse topsoil must 
demand a near-24 hour intake.

The nearest members of the herd became aware of me, too. A couple of the 
beasts paused in their foraging and stood stock still for several minutes, eyeing 
me uncertainly. Their curiosity must have needed satisfying, because over the 
next ten to fifteen minutes they ever so slowly covered the last several paces 
between me and them. A wary, cautious approach, but far from stealthy, what 
with the frequent sniffing for my scent, chewing o f the cud, gurgling of the 
digestive tract, belching and farting! Eventually these two intrepid bovines 
arrived to within touching distance and checked me out quite thoroughly. 
Organic exhalations and emissions had me often turning and gasping for fresh 
air. Now, if you’re not the former type, you really are aware of the presence of 
half-tonne animals when they’re nosing your clothing. At first I was a tad 
uneasy, but it quickly became obvious that they were harmless. Upon resuming 
my skywatching, I realized that the hero and namesake of cattle everywhere 
was right then at his zenith. Riding high in the south, with tireless Orion 
ceaselessly harrying him, Taurus was grudgingly giving ground. But at that 
moment, with his descendants docilely grazing below, the proud old bull 
seemed on the verge of besting Orion while he was still in the ascendant. It was 
almost saddening to know that soon Taurus would begin his ignominious 
downward slide to westward, not having had even a fleeting taste of victory.

Perhaps in an attempt to spur the Bull on in his labours, no less than mighty 
Jupiter and sage Saturn lent themselves to the cause. Even the gods must 
admire such stoic defiance in the face of preordained and ultimate defeat. 
Alighting on his upper horn, Jupiter provided a brilliant counterpoint to Taurus’ 
baleful eye, Aldebaran. No less than a god could mount this bull, and there on 
his back was Saturn. I like to think that this ostentatious display of power at 
least momentarily shook Orion’s resolve. It’s too bad that there aren’t bright
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stars at these two planets’ positions. Taurus would acquire an even more 
evocative representation and a glory deserved by such a stalwart figure in the 
heavens. Inspired by this new appreciation, I sketched a portrait of Taurus as I 
envisaged him in my mind’s eye. You’ll see how the two “wandering stars,” as 
they were known in ancient times, really do help to evoke a picture of a bull.

Incidentally, I should add that omicron Ceti, or Mira (meaning “the 
wonderful”) was near maximum light. This long period variable ranges 
between magnitude 3 and 9 over a 330 day period. As you read this in mid- 
November it should still be easily visible in the Whale’s tail.

Ottawa Centre Bulletin Board
For Sale: Slide Projector

Kodak Carousel 4200 slide projector with 5½-ft high by 5-ft wide viewing 
screen; asking $280. Call Serge at (613) 834-0379.

For Sale: MaxIM DL
Astronomical image processing software package, MaxIM DL 1.63, 

original price $399, for sale at $150 -  includes manual and original package. 
Call Serge at (613) 834-0379.
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For Sale: Questar 3.5
Questar 3.5 Duplex (barrel can be 

used separately for fieldtrips), 
synchronous electric drive, 
powerguide, three legs, two Questar 
Brandon eyepieces (16mm & 24mm),
Sun filter, etc. etc. in beautiful leather 
case. Also included: camera coupling 
set for Contax RTS II / Yashica 
camera. Current Internet wholesaler 
price is US$3600 to US$4650 (for latest model); yours for $1350 Canadian.

For inquiries please call Gunter Scherrer at (613) 828-4962 or send an 
email to gsch-4 4@cyberus.ca.

Wanted
A Pronto/Ranger owner is needed to help me with a telescope-testing 

exercise. Contact Doug Hoy by calling (613) 998-6863 or by emailing to
dhoy@nmstc.ca.
For Sale: Magazines

150 magazines, mostly Sky and Telescope, several complete years; 1979 to 
1991. $75 or best offer for all -  no reasonable offer refused. Call Terrance at 
(613) 820-7583.

Opticks
Do you get a headache while using your favourite binoculars? Did you drop 

them in the water, and now you cannot see through them? Do you hear 
something rattle when you shake the binoculars?

If you can answer yes! to any of these questions, or have questions about 
binoculars, telescopes or any other optical instrument, call OPTICKS (Barry 
Matthews) at (613) 829-5251 for fast and reasonable repairs done locally.

For Sale: Atlas of Finest NGC Objects, Messier Atlas
Atlas of Finest NGC Objects covers 110 FNGC objects and over 130 other 

NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts are 3 x 4  degrees with limiting magnitude of 
12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the bottom of each page. Includes 26- 
page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. M essier Atlas covers all Messier objects. 
Same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases available in ‘Correct 
Image’ and ‘M irror E/W’ formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or two for 
$35.00. For more information, call Harry Adams at (613) 584-4804 or email 
far.star@sympatico.ca.
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October Centre Meeting by Real Arsenault 
Recorder

The October 6th Ottawa Centre meeting was opened by G ary Boyle, our 
Observers Group Chair. He began by stating that planets were making their 
appearance in our skies at decent times. Venus was now low in the west at 
sunset and the beautiful grouping of Jupiter, Saturn, the Pleiades and the 
Hyades rises hours later in the east. Gary also mentioned the extraordinary 
aurora that occurred on October 5th.

Paul Comision was up next with his instalment of The Cutting Edge o f 
Astronomy; the topic was “Stellar Collision in Globular Clusters.” Paul said that 
regions densely populated with stars, such as dense clusters, ought to 
occasionally have stellar smash-ups. At the June meeting of the American 
Astronomical Society, Rex A. Saffer announced what he called “the first direct 
evidence of stellar collisions and mergers.”

Our Comet and F.L.O. Telescope Training Coordinator, Glenn LeDrew, 
explained the effect of sunlight on small solar system bodies. His diagrams 
displayed information about various objects with diameters ranging anywhere 
from one kilometre to as minute as one millionth o f a metre. His outstanding 
presentation bedazzled the audience, who quickly understood why certain 
particles move fa ster than others along the solar wind.

Richard Taylor, your Solar Coordinator, made a presentation on 
September’s huge sunspot (which made the cover o f last issue), the largest in 
nine years. The photos comprised of his own collection, that of other Ottawa 
Centre members, and some photos which were taken by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration which showed more details of the sunspot’s 
umbra and penumbra. Gary advised any novice sun observers to feel free to ask 
Centre members for help (as the Sun is tremendously dangerous & requires 
precise precautions when being observed).

Tim Cole, who works for the Museum and assists the Centre by manning 
the auditorium’s control centre, was next on the podium. He cordially invited 
anyone interested for a tour of the Museum Observatory’s 15” refractor after 
the meeting. As well, some star charts and flyers for the Museum’s Astronomy 
Educational Programs were offered to the audience.

Ottawa Centre President Brian McCullough reminded all members to 
submit to him nominations for Vice-President, Secretary, National Council 
Representative, and Councillor, prior to October 27th. Since we broke the 400- 
member mark, a third N at’l Council Rep may also be required.
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Yves Demers, Ottawa Centre Webmaster, read an e-mail from none other 
than David H. Levy. David’s email congratulated the Ottawa Centre for a fine 
website. Yves quickly shared the congrats with all the dedicated helpers that 
build and maintain the site. Then, he invited anyone wishing to add material to 
the website, such as photos, personal anecdotes, or even short stories, to pass 
the goods on to him either by email, snail-mail or by simply giving him a paper 
copy; the ‘web editors’ will take care of the rest. Yves ended by speaking about 
the latest developments of the 2001: Children’s Space Odyssey project.

Next, Ottawa Centre Secretary Lee M acdonald managed to arouse the eyes 
and minds of the audience with an excellent video of close-ups o f giant 
sunspots, using a video camera along with his 80-mm and 10” telescopes. It 
was definitely one of the best visual presentations of sunspot activity we’ve 
ever seen. Bravo, Lee! Encore...encore!

P ierre M artin, our Meteors Coordinator, gave the dates and times of the 
next meteor showers visible in our skies. The Orionids, remnants of previous 
trips into the inner solar system by Halley’s Comet, will peak around the 20th 
to 23rd o f October, peaking at a rate of about 20-25 meteors per hour. The best 
time to watch would be right after midnight, after the constellation Orion has 
risen above the horizon.

K athy Hall was on stage next; she had made copies of the most current 
newsletter from the North American Meteor Network which mentioned all the 
meteor showers coming up in October. There was also a section on the 
Draconids, a variable shower. That shower showed good activity in 1943 and 
1946, but it has not been very active since then. Nevertheless, there were some 
years when over 100 meteors per hour were observed.

That was that for the meeting, and Anne and A rt F raser were in the lobby 
with their much-sought-after refreshments for people to recharge their batteries 
with as they mingled and talked about all things astronomical...

Next Meeting of the Ottawa Centre, RASC

@ Canada Science & Technology Museum 
8:00 p.m. — Friday, December 1st, 2000

Clear Skies

4 C
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